Filler Overload?!

They’ve Got
Chipmunk Cheeks
These stars look like
they’re storing food
for winter!

kris Jenner, 61

The “chipmunk cheeks” look, as
illustrated by the Kardashian
matriarch, is the result of “too much
filler injected in the mid-cheek area,
close to the nose,” explains NYCarea plastic surgeon Dr. Steve Fallek.
“This isn’t what you want from a
cosmetic treatment.”

Calista
Flockhart,
52

Priscilla Presley, 71

Botched plastic surgery by an
unqualified surgeon means Elvis’ ex
may always look…well, a bit off.
Dr. Fallek says the best treatment is
time. “I would stop doing everything,
see what her real face looks like and
go from there,” he says.

Jennifer Westfeldt, 47

“If filler is placed in the wrong location, it
produces a chipmunk, rather than
contoured, look,” says Dr. Goldenberg.
Next time, the actress might want to ask
for filler placed in the lateral part of her
cheek, closer to her ears.

Taylor
Armstrong,
45
The former Real
Housewife (who’s
only copped
to lip fillers)
has had fillers
injected into the
apples of her
cheeks, believes
NYC plastic
surgeon Dr.
Tansar Mir:
“You can see
how hard and
unnatural
they look.”

Madonna, 58

You had to figure a
self-proclaimed
Material Girl wouldn’t
let herself grow old
naturally. “She’s kept
her face looking
young,” says Michiganbased plastic surgeon
Dr. Anthony Youn.
Excess filler, however,
has left her looking
“unnaturally puffy.”

What might be a fine
amount of filler for
most women doesn’t
work for the former
Ally McBeal star
because of how thin
she is, say the
experts. “You can
see her facial
muscles straining,”
says Dr. Lyle Back,
“as they attempt to
lift those heavy
cheeks up.”

Brandi
Glanville,
44

The former Real
Housewife has
admitted to getting
“tons” of filler and
Botox — and our
experts agree she’s
overdone it. “It
doesn’t look
natural,” says
Dr. Goldenberg.
“Her cheeks are
way too wide.”

*The experts quoted in this story have not treated these stars.
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Lindsay Lohan, 30

NYC dermatologist Dr. Gary Goldenberg
says Lindsay’s “midface is overfilled” and
it’s aging her. “She’s too young for this much
filler,” he says. “It’s just not necessary.”
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Kimora Lee
Simmons, 42

Life in the fab lane? Not so much
when it comes to the ex-model’s
face. “Whenever I inject someone’s
cheeks,” says Dr. Youn, “I have
them smile to make sure we haven’t
done too much.”
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